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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
THE FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
The Downtown Revitalization Program is sponsored by
the Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Recreation and
Culture to assist merchants - both building owners and
tenants - to improve the facades of their buildings in
accordance with these Façade Design Guidelines.
The focus of the program is: to support increased
commercial and pedestrian vitality by funding
significant building improvements which enhance the
business area's street-level marketing impact.
Façade Improvement Grants are available to building
owners to:
 contribute to the construction cost of upgrading
street-facing facades
 contribute to the construction cost of upgrading
side and rear facades
 contribute to the construction cost of making
retail shops and public buildings accessible to the
physically challenged
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Please contact the Kitimat Community Planning
& Development department for specific information on
the Program and how to apply. These guidelines are
subject to periodic review and revision.

THE PURPOSE OF THESE GUIDELINES
The goal for the revitalization of Downtown Kitimat is
to "create a vibrant and balanced, pedestrian / vehicleoriented shopping experience". To meet this goal,
Kitimat must strive to convey its special character,
unique history, merchant individuality and service
quality to achieve a commercial centre that is easily
accessed, friendly for the pedestrian, the shopper and the
visitor, and to become a more viable economic heart for
the community.
These guidelines are intended to describe, in words,
photographs and sketches, the character of a new,
revitalized Downtown Kitimat - with an overall DESIGN
CONCEPT as well as a wide range of SUGGESTED
IMPROVEMENTS which, when added together, will
make for an up-to-date, less cluttered and more unified
character for the downtown business area.
DOWLING KNAPP ARCHITECTS INC.
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For revitalization to be successful, it must be
coordinated and guided by rules. These guidelines help
you the merchant, landowner, or tenant, and your
architect or designer to appreciate the "big picture" of
the overall vision for improving Downtown Kitimat.
These guidelines offer ideas and improvements large and
small which should be addressed for your business
premises - to help you make an appropriate and
valuable contribution to a stronger Kitimat - now and
for the future.
It is important to note that before façade upgrades or
construction take place, permits from the District of
Kitimat, such as a Building Permit, Sign Permits and
Electrical Permits will be required. Please contact the
District of Kitimat at 250-632-8900 for further
information.

DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION AREA
The boundary of the Downtown Kitimat Revitalization
area is described on the accompanying map.
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KITIMAT DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION AREA
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2. D E S I G N C O N C E P T
A QUALITY APPROACH
Downtown Kitimat remains the place where people,
both established and new to the area, expect to find the
everyday goods and services they need and value - the
post office, the pharmacy, specialty shops and services,
the local barber - plus opportunities to meet and
socialize with friends.
These guidelines concentrate on the impact that
upgrading the physical character of buildings downtown
can have on the vitality and increased value of
Downtown Kitimat.
While Kitimat strives to renew itself as the natural
centre of business activity - as a people-friendly place
based on traditional values of service and attention to
the customers' special needs - its stock of buildings
must be rehabilitated to attract shoppers and to provide
new opportunities for development and entrepreneurial
energy.
From parking to open spaces, sidewalks and trees to
inviting shop fronts - the revitalization of Kitimat
depends on the skillful attention, effort and diligence of
everyone who participates in the downtown.
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INTIMATE DESIGN + DETAIL = DELIGHT
As it now stands, Kitimat does not have a clear overall
character - its retail core is a fragmented collection of
buildings, lacking in attention to detail and
maintenance, often with conflicting efforts in
attempting to attract the attention of shoppers and
visitors. Signage, colours and materials have generally
lost their appeal.
Businesses are missing major
opportunities to project their "personality".
The design concept for Kitimat is a cohesive pedestrianoriented environment of buildings and shops that
distinguish themselves from their surroundings through
attention to detail, quality signage and graphics, and a
homogeneous palette of rich, timeless colours and
authentic long-lasting materials.
The starting point for the concept is to work with the
best of the existing building stock which can anchor
the revitalization of Kitimat. A simple, straightforward
approach to façade design - characterized by the use
of durable, quality materials, details that are restrained
and subtle, and well-defined shop entries for displays is the fundamental starting point.
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To this simple, straightforward framework can be added a
range of improvements and upgrades to respond to
specific marketing and retailing requirements. The result
will be richer, longer-lasting, more flexible and more true
to local character than any other imitation or
inappropriate style.
Like any successful "people-place", the overall impact
depends upon careful design to support the colour and
excitement of Kitimat's shops and the enthusiasm of its
merchants.
Improvements which follow these guidelines will result
in a pleasing, intimate shop character with pedestrian
appeal - just what one expects in a community
commercial area.
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3. CHARACTER OBJECTIVES
3.1

THE FIVE STOREFRONT DESIGN
ELEMENTS

Revitalizing building facades in the Kitimat
revitalization area is an exercise in proportion and
balance of the FIVE STOREFRONT DESIGN
ELEMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the store façade
the display window
the shop entry
the awning or roof canopy
distinctive signage & lighting

The STORE FAÇADE should be a continuous frame
around the awning and display window.
The roof line of this façade frame can be shaped in a
number of ways than can define and surround a store
logo, an additional sign, the year the business was
established, the year the building was built or another
sign or visual cue.
The base of the storefront façade should generally be
450mm - 600mm (1’6" - 2'0") high and surfaced in a
hard, durable material that can be easily cleaned and
maintained. (See 4.3 MATERIALS).
KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)

The DISPLAY WINDOW should be designed to suit
the requirements of each individual business by
providing a maximum of display area for merchandise
and well-lighted displays.
The display window should not be continuous from
one end of the façade to the other. Display windows
should be punched out from the store façade leaving a
portion of wall between the end of the façade and the
window to provide a continuous frame of storefront
around the window.
The SHOP ENTRY is your best opportunity to draw
the customer into your store. If the character and
level of detail of your shop entry are inviting enough
to cause casual passersby to pause, then they are likely
to follow their curiosity to walk in through your
door. (See 4.2 DESIGN).
Elements in the shop entry which draw attention
include signage on the door and wall. (See 4.4
SIGNAGE & ILLUMINATION).
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The function of an AWNING or ROOF CANOPY is
primarily to provide sun and weather protection while
adding distinctive colour or pattern to the building's
façade. Its secondary function is to provide a place for
sign messages.
Awnings should be broken into smaller components
rather than being long and continuous. If an existing
awning or roof canopy is too large, then the shape of
the store façade should be altered at the roof line to
provide a larger background area for the awning to sit
within. (See accompanying sample drawings and 4.2
DESIGN).

A revitalized Kitimat will include a variety of different
kinds of shops and businesses, many with quite
different requirements.
While the traditional
shopfront has proven to be the most flexible design,
capable of accommodating everything from a dress
shop or an ice-cream stand to an insurance office or a
shoe repair shop, contemporary interpretations of
traditional shopfront design elements are encouraged
by these guidelines.

DISTINCTIVE SIGNAGE should convey what your
business does to express your business "personality".
Signage is often misunderstood - simply having more
signs does not mean that they will be more effective.
Quality of signage is more important than quantity.
There are many forms and locations for distinctive
signage which will effectively tell your target market
what they need to know to seek out your business. The
use of professional graphic artists or sign designers is
encouraged to develop appropriate signage. (See 4.4
SIGNAGE & ILLUMINATION).
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STOREFRONT DESIGN ELEMENTS
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3 . 2 DIFFERENT BUSINESS
RESPONSES
Different businesses can respond to the guidelines in
different ways depending on their individual
requirements - for example:
RETAIL
 Broad window displays, intense display lighting,
ample room at the shop entry, deep awnings or
roof canopies to provide weather protection, shade
merchandise and promote browsing, and signage
which projects individuality in the shop's or
building's character to suit the needs of the
broadest range of retail businesses.
OFFICES & SERVICES

MIXED USE OFFICE / COMMERCIAL


Shopfronts should be accentuated to clearly
identify ground floor retail or commercial uses
within a larger building form.

RESTAURANT / FOOD SERVICE
 Broad windows provide choice spots for seating
and people watching, as well as for food displays,
waiting areas and take-out opportunities.
Windows can also slide open, spilling activity
onto the sidewalk and covered outdoor eating
areas to foster a neighbourly atmosphere while
increasing business during summer months.

 Display windows can be used to focus on services,
and provide waiting and reception areas. Open
design of the storefront fosters a neighbourly
approach to business. Individuality of building
character and signage helps tenants distinguish their
business on the street or pedestrian pathway.
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4. F A Ç A D E D E S I G N
GUIDELINES
4.1 BUILDINGS
CORNER BUILDINGS

ONE-STOREY BUILDINGS & BLOCKS OF SHOPS

Corner buildings serve several functions on the site and
pedestrian walkway. They provide scale and design
strength to the block of buildings that they anchor.
They may also provide for corner shopping. Corner
buildings also help signal retail activity to passersby.
Thus, it is important to pay attention to the design
opportunities provided by corner buildings.

Currently, most of the buildings in Kitimat are onestorey high.

 Provide larger corner windows on ground floors to
signal activity from both directions.
 Orient awnings and roof canopies to wrap the
corner, to signal the presence of retail activity.
 Mark the corner of the building façade at the
intersection of streets by increasing its height, by
using a distinctive design feature such as a corner bay
window, signage or other architectural device.
Since corner buildings are rarely viewed flat-on from
any vantage point, they should be designed in three
dimensions, oriented to the corner, rather than as two
single facades that simply meet at the corner.
KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)

Buildings which are subdivided into separate shops
should have their façade designed as a single block.
The storefronts should then be designed as individual
entities which sit within the building façade.

TWO-STOREY BUILDINGS
The challenge with two-storey buildings is to make
the ground floor use read as a distinctive element of
the overall building.
Generally, the materials, massing and design of the
building is determined by the upper storey uses. In
cases such as motels or offices over a shop, it is
important that both levels within the building project
their own character.
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Ground floor shop facades can develop their own
character utilizing the five storefront design elements
and other ideas contained in these guidelines.
Second storey uses can convey their character in a
number of additional ways depending on the use and
occupancy of the second floor.
Office and other non-residential uses on second floors
can also add individual awnings over windows, planter
boxes at windows, as well as individual signage on upper
storey windows.
Second floor non-residential uses are encouraged to
display their own signage in the form of signs and
graphics at the second floor to identify their use. (See
4.4 SIGNAGE & ILLUMINATION).

FACADES FACING SERVICE LANES & REAR
FACADES
Facades facing service lanes and rear facades are
important facades to upgrade for two reasons. As a
consequence of Downtown Kitimat's topography with a
slope running across the site, many of these facades are
visible to shoppers and passers-by from many angles.
The rear façade of a business should be upgraded
wherever possible.
In addition, these facades face pedestrian walkways and
open spaces or vehicular routes to rear parking areas or
KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)

pedestrian mews, and thus form an important part of
a downtown shopper's route from business premises
to their car or to another destination in the
downtown.
Facades facing service lanes and rear facades should be
upgraded to maintain the same wall and colour
treatment as the front façade.
Alternately, but less preferred, these facades may be of
a different material than the front façade, but should
be of similar colour. (See 4.3 MATERIALS)
Where possible, add windows, patterns in the wall
materials, trim designs or other details to break up
otherwise blank walls.

VISIBLE SIDE-WALLS
Kitimat's topography results in a number of sidewalls
of two-storey buildings that are visible because they
project above the roof line of an adjacent building of
lower height.
Visible side-walls should be cleaned, maintained and
re-surfaced in durable materials to match other
facades. (See 4.3 MATERIALS).
Visible side-walls may be suitable locations for
additional signage where this signage is carefully
designed. (See 4.4 SIGNAGE & ILLUMINATION).
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4.2 D E S I G N
BUILDING ENTRIES
The entry to your store or shop is your best chance to
tell the customer about your products, your company
and your service. Building entries are opportunities for
a variety of different types of signage, colour, and
information, and as such should be designed to present
the best possible introduction to discovering the shop,
its merchandise and your service message.
When store entries are set back from the main sidewalk
or walkway - this is also an ideal place to project a
quality image using terra cotta pots, or custom-crafted
flower boxes to attract shoppers and browsers.

Door hardware must be carefully chosen to respond to
the needs and physical strength of the physically
challenged. The sill or threshold at the door shall
accommodate wheelchair movement, as should the
slope of the sidewalk immediately in front of the
door.
Specific requirements to meet the latest building code
requirements for design for the disabled are available
from the Building Department, District of Kitimat.

DISABLED ACCESS
Façade Improvement Grants are also available to
contribute to the construction cost of making retail
shops and public buildings accessible for the physically
challenged.
Provide a simple, user-friendly access to your business.
Doorways must be wide enough to accommodate
wheelchairs and walkers and enable a disabled person to
open the door when entering or leaving the premises.

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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KITIMAT STREET SECTION
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SUN AND WEATHER PROTECTION
In a climate like Kitimat's, protecting your shoppers and
visitors from the weather is simply good business. This
can be accomplished through the use of awnings and
roof canopies.
AWNINGS are frameworks of square metal tubing
surfaced with non-rigid fabric materials, supported
entirely from the exterior wall of the building.

Awnings may have a perimeter valence of solid colour
fabric matching the awning fabric type that hangs
below the edge of the awning and is setback from the
extreme front edge of the awning. This valence can be
used as a sign band, and should be located to provide
clearance from the sidewalk required by the District of
Kitimat Sign Bylaw. The bottom edge of the valence
may be flat or scalloped (See 4.4 SIGNAGE &
ILLUMINATION).

Generally, awnings should only be used to cover doors
and windows. Awnings, typically, should not extend
the full width of the façade, except where they can
contribute to covering a pedestrian walkway. Wraparound awnings are generally not encouraged.
Awnings should not have soffit panels but may be
integrally illuminated or backlit. The detail of the
awning structure is a valuable component of the overall
design.
The structure supporting the awning should also have
sufficient detail to contribute to the design of the
storefront. The structure should also be designed to
support hanging signs attached to the awning structure.
Awning shapes should be simple, straight line
geometries. Curved awnings or awnings made of
combination
geometries
are
generally
not
recommended.
KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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Approved awning materials include:
 Striped fabrics, which are encouraged. (See 4.5
COLOUR PALETTE)
 Solid colour fabrics (See 4.5 COLOUR PALETTE)
 Awnings of a canvas-like synthetic or natural fabric
are preferred rather than shiny-surface materials
 Opaque materials are
translucent materials

preferred

rather

than

CANOPIES are permanent roof-like elements which
project out from the building wall. Roof canopies are
found on many existing buildings.
Roof canopies should provide continuous pedestrian
weather protection by extending the full width of the
façade.
Approved canopies include:
 Cantilevered wood or metal canopies. (See 4.3

MATERIALS)
 Clear glass and steel canopies where the supporting

structure is made of painted steel sections, or steel
angles. (See 4.3 MATERIALS)
Lighting the façade from awnings or roof canopies is
provided more appropriately with individual spotlights
rather than continuous flood lighting from below.
(See 4.4 SIGNAGE & ILLUMINATION)

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDIES

The following images show a range of possible façade
improvements to various types of buildings in the
Kitimat Revitalization Area.
The intent of these images is to provide a starting
point - to show how individual stores and buildings
might fit into the design concept for revitalization.
The rest depends on the individual requirements,
imagination and good sense of the building owner,
merchant, designer and builder - to see that façade
improvements increase both pedestrian vitality and
business viability - using the suggestions contained in
these guidelines.
These images are based on photographs. Actual
improvements should be made upon the basis of
measured drawings of buildings to ensure compliance
with the Kitimat Zoning Bylaw, the BC Building Code
and the Kitimat Sign Bylaw.

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
OVERWAITEA

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
YOUR DOLLAR STORE WITH MORE
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
TRIGO'S

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
LOW OFFICE BUILDING

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
MALL INTERIOR FAÇADE

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
BANK / OFFICE BUILDING

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
FEDERAL BUILDING

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
NORTH MALL PANORAMA

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
SOUTH MALL PANORAMA

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT CASE STUDY
WAKASHAN AVENUE PANORAMA

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)
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4.3 M A T E R I A L S
EXTERIOR WALLS

The following wall materials are encouraged:

Exterior wall materials should provide a significant visual
detail while being durable. The design concept proposes
an intimate look of quality. Thus, materials which are
temporary, rustic, uncrafted or left unfinished to
weather would be out of place.

 Stucco

Exterior wall materials should be chosen carefully for
their maintenance characteristics - for instance,
washable and durable materials should be used for the
base of the wall above the sidewalk on street facing walls
to maintain a clean appearance. Materials which absorb
moisture and dirt are unsuitable at the base of the
façade close to the sidewalk and will be difficult to
maintain.
Wall colours and materials should be identical on all
sides of the building unless otherwise required by the BC
Building Code.
Where there is a transition from one material to
another, such as from tile below to wood siding above,
the two materials should be separated with a trim or
moulding of either material to add detail to the design
of the wall.

KITIMAT DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES 1994 (2009 web-ready ed.)

Stucco should be painted or acrylic-finished, with a
smooth to medium texture coarseness. "California" or
highly textured stucco is not recommended.
Stucco should also be broken up into panels through
the use of reveals and rustication joints, so that large
expanses of material have a significant level of detail
and scale. (See case study diagrams)
 New brick, of a continuous, unmottled tone, in a
natural earthtone colour. (See 4.5 COLOUR
PALETTE)
Used bricks are not approved.
Modern rather than traditional brick coursing and
details should be utilized (see accompanying
diagram).
Standard dimension brick sizes and "giant" bricks
are acceptable.
 Stone tile, non-smooth and textured. Smooth or shiny
stone tile is to be sandblasted or flamed. (See 4.5
COLOUR PALETTE)
DOWLING KNAPP ARCHITECTS INC.
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 Stone, minimum 50mm (2") veneer, laid in a squared
veneer / ashlar horizontal pattern. (See 4.5 COLOUR
PALETTE)
 Concrete, cast-in place, light sandblast finish,
articulated with reveals as a wall base or sidewall
material.
 Concrete masonry units, split-faced profile on exposed
facades. Half-height blocks are preferred to full-height
blocks.
 Pre-finished metal siding with concealed fasteners.
(See 4.5 COLOUR PALETTE)
 Coloured spandrel glass. (See 4.5 COLOUR PALETTE)
C


Size: minimum 100mm x 100mm (4" x 4"),
maximum 300mm x 300mm (12" x 12") for field
background tile: maximum 50mm x 50mm (2" x
2") smooth or glossy for tile accent patterns. (See
4.5 COLOUR PALETTE)
Tile patterns are encouraged, and should include
localized accents.
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 Paint or solid colour stain over an approved wall
materials. (See 4.5 COLOUR PALETTE)
Wall materials which are discouraged include wood,
synthetic siding (including vinyl siding and PVC siding), reconstituted or pressed-board type wood sidings, reflective
glass, fake or imitation materials such as thin-brick veneers,
reconstituted stone and false stone veneer, imitation "used
brick" and antique brick, river rocks, boulders, exposed
gravel aggregate and glass-fibre products.

DOWLING KNAPP ARCHITECTS INC.
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SOFFITS

WINDOWS

The soffit is the exposed underside of an element of
construction, such as the underside of a roof canopy.

Windows make several important contributions to a
good façade design: they provide proportion and detail
to the façade, and define areas for display and signage.

Soffits should match the material of the adjacent wall,
or be painted wood or smooth stucco.

The material chosen for the window construction
provides an element of craft and design. Generally,
windows should be designed with as much detail as
possible.

Where soffit venting is required, continuous screened
strip vents or small circular plastic vents should be used.

Wood windows are acceptable.
Preformed synthetic soffit panels (PVC, vinyl), and
preformed or perforated metal soffit panels are not
encouraged because of their residential appearance.

Aluminum storefront windows and doors should be prefinished or clear anodized. Painting existing storefront
windows with products designed to adhere and wear
properly is encouraged. (See 4.5 COLOUR PALETTE)
Windows should be finished with trim boards to increase
the amount of detail and architectural interest around the
window.
Rather than large, continuous expanses of glass, windows
should be designed to balance the shop's display
requirements and building proportions. Dividing large
windows into multiple lites (panes) can provide added
variety, define separate windows displays, and provide
more areas for signage - for instance in the top section of
the window or in a transom window over the door. (See
4.4 SIGNAGE & ILLUMINATION)
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Windows which are divided into multiple panes with
metal or plastic bars inserted between the sheets of glass
in the windows, or with lattice-type dividers placed on
the outside of the panes, are not acceptable.

Security gratings are not encouraged inside store
windows unless absolutely required by the nature of
the business. Gratings which can be retracted to the
inside edges of the window are preferred.

Windows which can open to the passerby on the
sidewalk, are encouraged for restaurant and other food
services uses, where they do not create an obstruction.

Bay-type display window projections are encouraged
where feasible.

Window shape should be rectilinear - i.e. square or
rectangular - rather than oval or arched residential-type
designs. Small circular accent windows or "portholes"
are acceptable where they are part of a coordinated
design concept.
Window glass colour should be clear or very pale green.
Tinted, reflective, bronzed or other non-clear glass is
not encouraged. Awnings, roof canopies or other
shading devices are encouraged to provide sun
protection. Coloured glass may be approved within
storefront window designs.
Windows that are required by the BC Building Code to
be wired glass or heat resistant glass in painted steel
frames are permitted.
Glass block should be clear, colourless glass set in
natural colour cement grout used in limited quantities
as an accent within the area of the façade. Straightribbed or clear blocks are preferred over other glass
block patterns.
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DOORS
Doors in store entries should be designed as part of an
overall approach to the window system and be
consistent with the overall colour scheme.
In order to provide additional viewing and display
space, entry doors should be glazed.
Glass in doors should be clear and non-reflective.
Frameless solid glass entry doors are not encouraged.
Overhead roll-up doors, if desired, should also be
divided into multi-pane lites with clear glazing,
wherever possible, to provide interest and display of
the activities within.
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EXPOSED ROOFS (not funded under this program)
Where roofs are visible from a street or lane, they
should be kept clean and maintained. When reroofing, a variety of materials, including pre-finished
standing seam metal roofing are approved. (See 4.5
COLOUR PALETTE). Asphalt or duroid-type shingles
are not generally recommended.
Materials which are discouraged for exposed roofs
include terra cotta and concrete roof tiles, preformed
metal shingles, exposed roll-type or torch-on type
roofing membranes, metal roofing with exposed
fasteners or farm-building metal roofing materials.
PARAPETS AND FLASHING
Parapets and flashing should generally match the colour
and material of gutters, rainwater leaders and
downspouts, or the colour of the adjacent wall.
Where exposed, they should be painted as part of the
overall façade colour scheme.

CHIMNEYS & MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT (not
funded under this program)
Where a chimney is part of an existing building façade
or visible from the street, bricks should be cleaned,
repointed and maintained. Chimney caps should be
plumb and true, and should meet Building Bylaw
requirements.
Exhausts, exposed ducts and exposed mechanical
equipment are required by many businesses such as
bakeries, restaurants, offices and industry and should
be located out of sight or screened from view.
Incorporate exhausts, exposed ducts and exposed
mechanical equipment within a roof dormer
structure, or screened from direct view with painted
lattice or other screening to match the building wall
colour, or other approved design solution.
Air conditioning units should be centered within
openings over doors or windows.
Gas meter and utility enclosures should be located
away from street-facing facades, and screened from
view with acceptable wood lattice fencing. Chain link
enclosures are not approved.
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DECKS, BALCONIES & GUARDRAILS (not funded
under this program)
Where decks are provided as part of the façade, balcony
guardrails can be an important design element. The
handrail design is another opportunity to add
something distinctive to the design of larger buildings.
Guardrail designs should be appropriate to the design of
the building.
Balcony guardrails should have sufficient detail both in
the size of the top rail, the size of the balusters and
intermediate rails. Integral flower baskets or hangers for
plant pots are encouraged in the guardrail design where
approved by the Building Bylaw.
Approved materials include pre-finished aluminum and
painted and stained wood.
Simple glazed balcony panels without any intermediate
elements incorporated into the guardrail design are not
encouraged.
Exterior handrails should be coloured as part of the
overall building colour scheme.
OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT
Satellite dish-type receiving equipment that is exposed
to public view should be carefully located.
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4.4 S I G N A G E &
ILLUMINATION
SIGNAGE
This section describes signage design and details which are
considered appropriate to the overall design concept.
All signage must conform to the requirements of the
Kitimat Sign Bylaw as amended, and sign permits are
required. Definitions of different sign types provided in the
bylaw shall govern, since the descriptions of sign types in
this section are for general information only. For further
information on the Kitimat Sign Bylaw, contact the District
of Kitimat at 250-632-8900.
Signage should be designed to reinforce the traditional
storefront personality and image and should focus on the
pedestrian. A more detailed appearance is preferred to stark,
simple signs.
More signage does not result in more effective signage.
Locating your signage where your clients will notice it most
is more effective. Good storefront design provides several
opportunities for distinctive signage.
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FASCIA SIGNS are located on the building face or wall
between the top of the store window and the top of the
building façade.
Fascia signs should only identify the business by name,
or its logo.
PROJECTING SIGNS, where authorized by the sign
bylaw, shall be securely fastened to the building face or
wall. Projecting signs are ideal for names, logos or
artistic design that can convey the essence of the
business in the simplest possible way - for instance the
image of a baker's oven for a delicatessen, a bicycle for a
sporting goods store, or a cornucopia of food for a
restaurant.
AWNING SIGNS are signs located flat on the surface of
an awning, or a valence panel which runs continuously
along the full length of the awning.
CANOPY SIGNS are located on a canopy or marquee.
HANGING SIGNS are signs that are suspended from an
awning or projecting roof canopy. Hanging signs help
shoppers find your store and merchandise as they walk
along the pedestrian walkway, and are ideal for business
name, logo or product types.
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DOOR SIGNS are located on the glass surface of the
entry door. Door signs can convey hours of business,
shop name and logo, or any message that conveys the
style of service the shopper will find inside.
ENTRY SIGNS are located on the wall adjacent to an
entry door where the door is recessed from the
sidewalk. This is a good location to display signage
about all the types of merchandise, or services the store
or shop offers.
WINDOW SIGNS are signs located on the ground floor
display windows or on upper floor windows in nonresidential uses. Window signs are suitable for store
name, merchandise brand names and logos on ground
floors, and the name of the business only on upper
floors.
THRESHOLD SIGNS are located in the exterior ground
surface at the store entry to highlight the entry to your
shop. Threshold signs may include lettering or graphic
images only relating to the history of the building or
the address of the shop set in or engraved from mosaic
tile or other non-skid finishes at the entry.
ILLUMINATED SIGNS are those which are only
illuminated by an internal artificial light source.
Individual illuminated
illuminated sign boxes.

letters

are

preferred

to
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MATERIALS

GRAPHICS

Signs shall be made from durable exterior sign-grade
materials designed to signage industry requirements,
including solid wood, crezone plywood, extruded signgrade acrylic, and pre-finished sign-grade aluminum.

Lettering styles should be contemporary. Copy on
signs should be a maximum of three typefaces (fonts)
on any single sign.

Signs should be a minimum of 25mm (1") in thickness
with a full trim around the sign in a contrasting colour.
Signs can be painted, sandblasted or carved.
Hanging signs shall be made of solid colour awning
fabric, aluminum, painted wood, or crezone plywood
(minimum 19mm (3/4") thick).

Sign-vinyl colours should be non-reflective and nonmetallic. Other reflective and metallic sign materials
such as individual metal letters are acceptable.
All signs should be designed by a graphic designer or a
professional sign company. Murals or other artistic
representations require special approval. For neon
lighting and signs see LIGHTING in this section.

Portable signs, where allowed, shall be made of painted
wood or crezone plywood (minimum 19mm (3/4")
thick).
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LIGHTING
Exterior lighting of shops contributes to the security
and enjoyment of the business core, adds a level of
individual detail for each business and encourages
evening window shopping.
Individual lights flanking doors and at entryways are
encouraged, especially where they light a sign or
merchandise.
Lighting of awnings, roof canopies and the building face
can be achieved with spotlights mounted on the face of
the building or projecting from the face of the building.
Continuous or exposed tubing should not be visible.
Neon signage and lighting is approved as an outline of
artwork within the design of a sign, or as the primary
lettering of the business name or logo. Continuous
neon accent lines are not encouraged.
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4.5 C O L O U R
COLOUR CONCEPT
The Kitimat colour palette is a range of darker and
richer colours than one normally sees in most
commercial areas. The first reason for this approach is
to convey a timeless quality in the revitalization. The
second is to create a distinctive look for Kitimat - as a
colourful retail experience.
The colours shown are actual samples grouped into
focal colours and accent colours. In addition, some
possible colour combinations are suggested.
Where ethnic character, or some other requirement
such as a corporate identity program, specifies that
certain colours be used, the colour palette does
contain a broad range of colours - most likely one or
two grades of tint darker than expected - which
should be used.
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COLOUR PALETTE - BACKGROUND COLOURS
BENJAMIN MOORE PAINTS

COLOUR PALETTE - ACCENT COLOURS
BENJAMIN MOORE PAINTS

BEIGE
BM HC-25
BM HC-92
OC-20
OC-28
BM 860 *
CC-490
CC-396

BEIGE
CC-274
BM HC-92 *
GREEN
CC-630
BM 672 *
BM 678 *
BM 691 *
CC-660
HC-135
BM 714 *

GREEN
BM 169 *
BM HC-44
BM HC-111

BLUE
BM 761 *
BM 769 *
BM 770 *
BM 776 *
BM 784 *
BM 804
BM 1651
BM 1665
BM 1680

WARM GREY
CC-910
BM 1460
BM 1461
BM 1474
BM 1475
BM 1483
BROWN
CC-470
BM 1167 *
BM 1234 *
BM 1552 *

PURPLE
BM 1364 *
BM 1393 *
BM 1400 *
CC-930
BM 1442 *
BM 1449 *
BM 1455 *

WARM GREY
BM 1589 *
BM HC-168
YELLOW
BM HC-10
RED
BM 1316 *

* - Although no longer shown on Benjamin Moore

colour chips this colour formula is available
at all dealers. Contact Community Planning
& Development to view a sample, 250-632-8910
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5. L A N D S C A P E D E S I G N
GUIDELINES
5.1

DESIGN APPROACH

In essence, the design concept for Downtown Kitimat is
to transform it into a centre where the experience of
shopping and social activity is heightened. To create a
downtown that is lively, functional and attractive; an
exciting place to be for a broad spectrum of residents
and visitors of all ages.
To achieve this, all parts must make sense and relate to
each other; they must become an integral part of a
cohesive whole, yet each must display a subtle and
unique character of their own.
The landscape solutions for this project are based on
three main principles:

LINKAGES
 Create gateways by enhancing key entrance points.
 Develop main corridors as strong pedestrian
connections between the main access points,
shopping areas and amenities.
 Re-align some of the existing pathways to better
respond to landscape treatments and the functions
of new and existing facilities.
 Develop visual connections where possible by
maintaining or creating view corridors within the
site and beyond.

 Development of greater linkages and connections.
 Provision and enrichment of a variety of experiences
for the community.

 Incorporate visual elements that inform and reenforce desired connections.

 Transformation and enhancement of the existing
visual environment.
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EXPERIENCES
 Enhance the shopping experience by creating a
unique and identifiable streetscape that is functional
and beautiful.
 Provide a range of recreational opportunities for a
wider section of the community.
 Encourage new activities and events through design
and the scheduling of festivals to offer the
community greater reasons to visit and experience
Downtown Kitimat.

VISUAL QUALITY
 Develop a planting approach that focuses on creating
welcoming spaces that attract people.
 Develop a unified, cohesive approach to planting,
graphics, street furniture colour, use of materials and
design.
 Create "landscapes and views" where possible by
visually upgrading specific areas, screening visually
unpleasant elements and creating new visual
features.
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5.2 L A N D S C A P E G U I D E L I N E S
The Landscape Guidelines are intended to provide a
framework for developing pleasant places in downtown
Kitimat that are attractive, integrated and functional.
These design guidelines apply to four broad categories
of LANDSCAPE PLACES which reflect the design
principles. These landscape places appear in different
shapes and sizes throughout the downtown area as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pedestrian Systems
Parking Areas
Parks and Activity Areas
Nodes and Open Spaces

The present character of Downtown Kitimat is
comprised of two distinctive SHOPPING AREAS:
1. City Centre
2. Mountainview Square
City Centre is a linear corridor surrounded by large
parking areas. There are numerous access points with a
variety of different sized spaces interspersed throughout.
City Centre is separated from Mountainview Square by
Wakashan Avenue.
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Mountainview Square is a random arrangement of
buildings and parking areas connected by a series of
walkways.
One potential area for new development is the
northeast corner of downtown, which is presently
undeveloped. A second significant site is 899 Lahakas
North.
The Landscape Design Guidelines will ensure that the
same design philosophy applies to all developed areas.
PEDESTRIAN SYSTEMS
Downtown Kitimat, at present, is mostly vehicle
oriented and needs to place greater emphasis on
pedestrian movement. In the areas outside the
downtown, Kitimat has a successful network of
pedestrian corridors or walking path systems
throughout the city, yet there are few connections to
the downtown shopping area. The walkways from
Haisla Boulevard and Tsimshian Boulevard are the
main pedestrian corridors from downtown to the
suburbs.
Pathways should offer continuous viewpoints from
which the streetscape or landscape is seen. They play
an important role in the visual quality of the
development.
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Pathways should also provide direct and logical access to
facilities and attractions. They must also interconnect
at key points throughout to allow people to park close
to their destinations.
The configuration of these paths must respond to
functional demands, address aesthetics and the need to
provide the user with the opportunity to perceive the
landscape in the most pleasant way.
Pedestrian corridors for Downtown Kitimat generally
would consist of the following:
1. Pedestrian Links
2. Pedestrian Corridors or Major Walks
3. Pathways
LINKS should be created by extending and enhancing
the existing pedestrian walkways in the surrounding
neighbourhood and connecting them with the
downtown area. Where appropriate, safe bicycle routes
should be located along the same corridors. Inviting
entry points should be developed that are clearly
identifiable, even at a distance. To achieve this, open
view corridors and well lit conditions are necessary, as
well as carefully placed bright color elements such as
signs and / or site furniture.
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PEDESTRIAN CORRIDOR
WAKASHAN AVENUE
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PEDESTRIAN CORRIDORS should be developed within
the original shopping area to provide linear traffic along
the long axis of the site and across it, to direct people
towards the main shopping areas and amenities.
PATHWAYS should be developed to interconnect at key
points to allow pedestrian circulation throughout.
Certain activity areas such as Mountainview Square and
the Museum Court will generate a series of pathways
leading pedestrians to the shopping areas and parking lots.
In summary, recommendations include:
 Use light colour brick or interlocking concrete pavers
to identify entrance points at walkways.
 Arrange boulevard trees so their canopy creates an
entry to main walkways to make them identifiable
from a distance (see left).
 Provide bright, low level pedestrian lighting at
entrances and along walkways.
 Develop a coordinated signage and graphics system to
identify entrances and walkways.
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 Provide, where appropriate, protection from rain and
snow with overhead canopies and covered walkways.
 Avoid pathways immediately adjacent to the bare
walls of buildings. Distance paths from walls with
plantings that soften the stark effect of some
buildings.

PARKING
Consider re-orienting some of the parking areas to
maximize function and safety and minimize the total
paved area. Within the downtown area, for ease of access
to the retail areas, provide parking close to the major
entry and activity points.
 Minimize the visual impact of large parking areas with
canopy trees on parking islands and perimeter.
 Provide safe walkways for families through the parking
area to the stores.
 Provide alternative parking in smaller areas with
connecting walkways to stores and amenities so people
can be close to their destinations.
 Provide planting islands to accommodate hardy
plantings, canopy trees and walkways.
 Take into consideration the snow storage areas when
siting treed islands in the main parking lots. (See 5.4
MAINTENANCE)
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PARKING LANDSCAPING - LOWER MALL
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PARKING LANDSCAPING - UPPER MALL
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PARKS AND MAIN FOCAL AREAS
Downtown Kitimat currently lacks visual and
functional cohesion. In part it is due to the somewhat
random arrangement of its buildings and structures,
and to a degree due to a lack of developed focal areas
and amenities.
Downtown Kitimat has various areas with potential to
become meaningful focal points and activity areas;
spaces that could provide structure, orientation and
identity to this shopping area. These types of places
should be feature areas, meeting points, resting spots,
starting and destination points for pedestrians, or
areas where occasional entertainment is available.
Given the impracticality of relocating buildings and
re-organizing the entire area, these potential focal
areas could instead fulfill the fundamental need of
providing the structure, focus and identity that this
downtown needs. A carefully designed system of
parks, plazas and courtyards could help transform
Downtown Kitimat into a vibrant, active and
successful business area.
The green space and playground between the credit
union (see left), library and offices offer potential to
be fully developed as a park. As a continuation of a
main entry plaza located in between the museum and
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the government building, this park could become one
of the main centres of activity.

 Mountainview Square: Area between "Your Dollar
Store with More" and Liquor Store.

Other areas such as the courtyard behind the Museum
and Mountainview Square offer the potential of
becoming key focal points, each displaying a function
and image of their own.

 Arena Plaza: Located between the Kitimat Ice
Rink and "City Centre Hardware" (see images page
55).

With these areas there is an opportunity to develop a
system of public and open spaces that is totally
integrated with the dynamics of Downtown and
responsive to the needs of the community.
The following potential focal areas have been identified:
 Gateway Plaza: Located at the Lower Mall entrance
area, adjacent to the Museum and bank offices.
 Museum Court:
Area between the Museum,
”Trigo’s“, ”Pedro’s Grill“ and Federal building (see
images page 54).
 Library Park: Green space extending south of the
Gateway Courtyard to in front of Library, including
the existing playground (see images page 51).

 Future Focal Areas: Should be placed between
Kiwanis Village and Kitimat General Hospital, to
respond to future functional and design demands
of proposed buildings.
Landscape recommendations for these landscape
places are as follows:
 Develop a major focal point in the vicinity of the
Museum to form the "centre" of downtown where
activities and events will occur, e.g. events such as
Canada Day celebrations.
 Develop park gateways that are visible and
accessible from the main pedestrian corridors.
Elements such as trees, signage, feature landscaping
and special paving would be utilized.
 Develop parks and green spaces as attractive
amenities to encourage recreational uses, special
events and theme days such as bocce ball, ring toss
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for seniors or special event days for festivals, Boy Scouts
and Girl Guides Day, a fall fair and home baking sales.
(e.g. Library Court and Mountainview Square).
 Provide sufficient paved areas for public use during
festivals and celebrations.
 Encourage spontaneous activities such as musicians,
performers and vendors. Consider providing a simple
temporary structure to accommodate such events
(e.g. Library Park and Museum Court).
 Create sitting areas that provide a sense of
protection and allows users to view park activities.
 Develop a planting scheme that maximizes spatial
and aesthetic effects and minimizes maintenance.
 Create active and passive recreation spaces for
summer and winter that include indoor and outdoor
elements.
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ARENA COURTYARD
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NODES AND OPEN SPACES
NODES should be developed at the junctions of main
corridors to act as secondary focal points. Some of the
smaller spaces may become minor focal points and have
a specific function such as a sitting area.
Many of the other OPEN SPACES, such as small
courtyards, large open grassed areas, spaces in front of
buildings and bare walls and grassed slope areas, need to
be defined and given a distinctive character. The green
spaces and hard surface areas between buildings must
relate to the surrounding stores. The development of
these areas must address potential activities, visual
quality and function.
 Develop a theme for the downtown expressed
through design elements located at focal points
throughout downtown.
 Incorporate special features such as sculptures,
graphic panels, flags and signs to signify their
importance.
 Arrange landscape elements in a manner that
reinforces the spaces.

 Locate groupings of deciduous and evergreen trees
in visible open grassed areas, to screen undesirable
views, enhance the existing architecture, mark an
entrance or for visual interest.
 Relate outdoor spaces to similar indoor spaces
(especially along the enclosed mall) and provide
space for outdoor shopping adjacent to store
entrances.
 Eliminate overlapping between pedestrian activities
at main entrances and service activities such as
garbage and delivery.
 Improve the appearance of the large bare walls of
the exterior of some buildings by the use of
plantings or graphics (see image on page 59).
 Install trees and plant material or manufactured
screens around parking, utility and refuse areas.
 Consolidate garbage facilities in inconspicuous
areas at various points throughout Downtown.
 Provide planting, benches or graphics in front of
solid walls.

 Provide furnishings and seating areas
 Provide night lighting
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5.3 L A N D S C A P E E L E M E N T S
The selection of appropriate landscape elements is
required to unify Landscape Places and to convey an
impression which looks and feels like Downtown. These
design elements include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Landscaping
Paving
Lighting
Site Furnishings

LANDSCAPING
BOULEVARD TREES create atmosphere and add a
richness and variety to downtown. With their different
shapes and colours and seasonal changes they provide a
natural and continual evolution to the appearance of
the streets and shopping areas. A tree planting design
along both sides of the roads leading to downtown,
such as Lahakas Boulevard and Tsimshian Boulevard
would create sense of entry into the Downtown
connecting it to the surrounding suburbs. This use of
boulevard trees should be continued into the parking
areas and walkways of downtown joining the entire area
together.
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Other streets such as Wakashan Avenue and some of
the roads throughout the future civic area should
feature boulevard trees.
Regardless of season, trees play a major role in
defining and unifying the basic structure of
downtown, giving continuity to the various open
spaces since they:
 Identify and define focal points and entry points
to walking corridors.
 Create a sense of enclosure by defining limits of
parks, open spaces and hard surface spaces.
 Screen parking and large wall surfaces, refuse and
storage areas.
 Enhance the overall visual quality of an area.
There are three broad categories
recommended for different locations.

of

trees

 Large canopy trees will define the parking areas,
major and secondary vehicular circulation
corridors, as well as focal points and open spaces.
Their size and shape will be in scale with the
surroundings, e.g. narrow, columnar trees in
confined spaces along building walls or large trees
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along wide malls and parking areas.
 Large and medium canopy trees are to be used as
"street" trees where there is pedestrian circulation
and in small courtyards. The following trees are
recommended:

The following trees are recommended:
Alnus rubra (Alder)
Betula papyifera (Birch)
Prunus emarginata (Bitter Cherry)
Acer glabrum (Douglas Maple)

Acer rubrum var. (Red Maple)
Liquidambar styraciflua (Sweet Gum)
Liriodendron tulipifera (Tulip Tree)
Quecus coccinia (Scarlet Oak)
Tilia euchlora (Linden)
 Small canopy trees are to be used for ornamental
and colourful effect in small spaces like seating areas,
courtyards and other focal points. The following
trees are recommended:
Acer campestre (Hedge Maple)
Cornus kousa (Dogwood variety)
Cornus mas (Dogwood variety)
Oxydendron arboretum (Sorrel)
Malus var. (Flowering Crab Apple)
Prunus var. (Flowering Japanese Cherry)
 Native trees are to be grouped in spaces around the
perimeter of the downtown.
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SHRUB PLANTINGS would be used in the main focal
areas and public spaces, at the perimeter of the site and
as accents to the buildings and shops. Since maintenance
is a major consideration, the use of shrubs should be
concentrated in the areas where they would contribute
aesthetically and form significant focal areas and parks.
Native shrubs that are indigenous to the Kitimat area
should be used along the perimeter of the shopping
district to integrate it with the surrounding landscape
outside the downtown.
Plantings should
considerations:

respond

to

the

 Select evergreen shrubs and hardy flowering shrubs
with long blooming periods and requiring little or
no pruning, such as:
Rosa rogosa varieties (Prairie Rose)
Pinus Muhgo (Mugo Pine)
Spiraea Var. (Spirea varieties)
 Plantings should not interfere with winter snow
storage piles.

following

 Plant only hardy native shrubs along the perimeter.
Select shrubs that do not require pruning or
elaborate maintenance care, such as:
Spiraea Var. (Spirea varieties)
Eleagnus commutata (Silverberry)
Simphoricarpos Albus (Waxberry)
Cornus Stol. flaviramea (Yellowtwig)
Cornus Stolonifera (Red Osier Dogwood)
 Avoid thick massed plantings where visibility and
security are an issue (groupings of canopy trees
could be planted instead).
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SEASONAL FLOWER BEDS should be located at key
places throughout downtown to create colour, variety
and interest. These plantings can be costly to install and
maintain, therefore they need to be concentrated in
well designed arrangements for strong visual effect and
visible from places where there is abundant pedestrian
traffic. Entrances to shopping corridors and focal points
are ideal locations.
 Create flower beds at the main focal areas such as the
main entrance plaza, the Museum Court Library
Park, Mountainview Square, adjacent to significant
buildings
 Place in areas of high visibility and yet protected
from pedestrian damage and bicycles.

PAVING
Paving plays a subtle yet very significant role in
creating an ambiance for spaces and walkways
throughout downtown. Pattern, texture, colour and
rhythm are created in landscape places by the
arrangement and types of paving materials. Besides
providing safe and durable walking surface, paving
unifies and adds variety and interest to a space,
especially when used in combination with other
landscape elements such as plantings, furnishing,
signage and lighting.
Paving must provide smooth, even walking surfaces
with gentle grade changes and slopes to drains.
Use paving to:

 Design beds to be an integral part of the overall
landscape. Their shape should reflect or complement
adjacent paving edges, buildings, etc. (as opposed to
creating isolated beds in the middle of open grass
areas).

 Define public courtyards and circulation corridors
as distinctive identifiable spaces.
 Connect a series of places throughout the
shopping area.
 Encourage circulation in specific directions and to
emphasize entryways to corridors and shops.
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Recommendations for paving include:

LIGHTING

 Utilize coloured pavers at key points along walkways
and entrances to shops.

Lighting is a necessary element for the safe
movement, orientation and security of pedestrians
and vehicles. Illumination also announces or
advertises entrance points and special places. As well
as directing people, the lighting system, like the
paving pattern, is present throughout downtown and
serves to unify the area.

 Design simple patterns with accents and edges of
long linear corridors with the patterns being
repeated at intervals along the corridors.
 Use smooth finished concrete interspersed with
linear patterns of pavers or large pedestrian areas.
Alternatively, use concrete stamped with patterns in
combination with large smooth finished concrete
areas.
 Pathways and other paved areas should widen to
include site furniture such as benches, drinking
fountains, etc.

Different levels of lighting are needed in response to
the requirements and function of the variety of spaces
they illuminate.
The tall lighting standards in the existing parking areas
are the dominant lighting system in Downtown. The
design of the light standards is somewhat dated yet
still functional; therefore it is difficult to justify
installing new ones when funds are in short supply. In
time these standards will need to be updated to more
efficient, low energy light sources using designs and
colours consistent with the new image for downtown.
At present this lighting system satisfies the
requirements for vehicle movement but lacks the
variety and scale necessary to relate to pedestrian
traffic.
Lighting in pedestrian areas should be at a warm
comfortable intensity and smaller scale. A variety of
fixtures, in addition to a lower-height light standard,
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such as bollards and wall lighting systems, can be used.
A consistent pedestrian "street" lighting system should
be used throughout the major and minor walking
corridors to unify the downtown area. Pedestrian
entrances need to be emphasized.

 Decorative lighting: Use lighting to illuminate
special buildings, monuments and feature
landscaped areas. Mounting on the ground or on
the sides of buildings instead of on a pole, is
recommended to minimize cost and clutter.

Use lighting to create character and ambiance.
Decorative and coloured lighting may be installed or
focused on trees, walls and the outline of buildings to
add a festive atmosphere to the areas. This atmosphere
can be especially effective during the dark winter
months.

 Pedestrian pathways and courtyards: Use low level,
incandescent bollard-type light fixtures that
illuminate the ground.

In summary:
 Parking areas: Maintain existing lights at parking lots
until the time comes to re-orient or re-configure
them, when a more current, energy efficient and
smaller scale system should be considered.
 Parks, focal points and main corridors: Use mediumheight light standards. A steel cast iron post with a
single lamp fixture preferred. Warm incandescent
lighting is recommended over fluorescent.
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STREET FURNISHINGS
Street furnishings are another subtle but important
element which add character and a sense of humanity to
open spaces. They provide facilities for people to use and
are decorative making places more interesting and
attractive. The design and colours of the street
furnishings should be the same throughout downtown
to contribute to the unity of the area.
Due to the nature of this development, where durability
and low maintenance are important concerns, the
materials for the site furniture must address these
requirements. Given the significance of aluminum to
Kitimat this metal is preferred for furnishing. In many
ways it is an ideal material: it can be produced in a
variety of forms and finishes, it is flexible and durable, it
is low maintenance, vandal resistant and it is locally
produced.
Metals also offer flexibility in terms of their design, they
can be produced in a variety of shapes and finishes and
coloured as desired.
In this project the use of wood should be discouraged
since it may require greater maintenance and it does not
reinforce the proposed colour scheme. However, as an
alternative, consideration could be given to selectively
utilizing pressure treated wood as an accent material.
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Wood provides richness and warmth and is most
comfortable to use, especially in cold climates. A
combination of rough sawn and finished lumber
would be appropriate to reflect the sophistication and
basic hardworking qualities of the town.
Another material appropriate for this project is
concrete. It can be coloured and textured to suit the
desired style. Elements such as benches, drinking
fountains, garbage receptacles and bollards could be
made out of cast concrete. The combination of both
bright coloured metal and textured concrete would
make a strong statement complimenting the overall
theme and style of the project.
Site furnishings appropriate for use in Downtown
Kitimat include:
BENCHES AND SITTING AREAS
Benches for this project should be solid and simple,
carefully located in areas that are inviting and where
people are likely to sit. A sense of protection and a
pleasant view of activity are essential. Trees or shrub
beds behind or beside the bench would provide a sense
of protection. Not all sitting areas need have benches;
other elements could be used such as the edges of
planters, or tops of low walls, wide steps, etc.
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Suitable alternatives for benches are as follows:

GARBAGE RECEPTACLES

 Metal bench with back: colour coated steel with
perforated steel setting surface.

Use cast concrete with exposed aggregate finish or
colour coated steel to match all other street furniture.
Other factors to be considered in the selection or
design of garbage receptacles are:

 Concrete bench without back: cast concrete with
concrete supports.

 Resilience to vandalism and wear
 Concrete bench without back and colour coated
steel supports.
 Colour coated steel bench with no back and pressure
treated wood planks for sitting surface.

 Ease of maintenance and cleaning
 Concealment of contents
 Effectiveness of mounting components
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BOLLARDS AND BARRIERS

BIKE RACKS

Bollards are necessary elements that require careful
siting and selection of suitable material. Bollards can be
used as substitute for traffic barriers or in combination
and they can also contain low level lighting. Precast
concrete or colour coated steel are the two suitable
materials for this development.

The style of bike racks can play an important role in
the visual impact of developments since they are
located at entrances and focal areas. Often their
location and design is an afterthought with
unsatisfactory results. Their style of design must be
integrated with the surrounding elements and the
location must be functional and not conflict with
pedestrian or vehicular traffic.

 Precast concrete: This is the less expensive option, an
exposed aggregate finish or a slightly tinted concrete
could be used to reflect paving and adjacent
structures.
 Colour coated steel pipe: This option is colourful,
bold and durable; it can also be removable and have
eye rings for chain attachment.
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 The most suitable type is colour coated steel pipe
that is durable and simple. A bold and colourful
appearance would tie in well with the overall
design.
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Coordinate drinking fountains with elements such as
bollards, garbage receptacles and benches. Locate out of
the main stream of pedestrian traffic and on hard
surface, not grass or planting beds. There are a variety of
standard products available in concrete with exposed
aggregate finish, stainless steel and colour coated steel.
Select units that are:
 Handicapped accessible
 Easy for children to use

 Reinforced concrete: Requires a less intricate
pattern, its design can be made to reflect the
surrounding paving patterns.

TREE GUARDS
Tree guards must be used to protect newly planted
trees from vandalism, vehicles and snow removal.
Their design should be coordinated with tree grates in
terms of fittings and style.
 Coordinate the design of tree grates with tree
guards

 Designed with protected nozzle for hygiene
 Height should be between 1.3 and 1.6m
TREE GRATES
BANNERS
Tree grates must be used where trees are incorporated in
paved areas. They help maintain paving continuity and
protect the tree's root system by permitting air and
water penetration into the roots.
 Cast iron: High grade ductile (non-breakable) cast
iron or gray iron, it can be designed to suit.

Consider banners in the main public spaces such as the
Museum court, the Library Park and Mountainview
Square. General considerations are as follows:
 Include perforations if wind load is a factor
 Place high enough so they are out of reach from
vandals
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 Install one design throughout the same public area;
repetition of the same pattern and colour provides
continuity.
 Design to complement and integrate with the
adjacent buildings and store signage.

FENCING AND SCREENS
Use fencing and screens to block the view of service
areas such as garbage bins, to visually enhance areas such
as large bare walls in courtyards, or for security. Design
must tie in with all other elements of this development.
SCULPTURES AND WALL ART
Identify opportunities for artists to be involved in the
creation of murals, sculptures, water features, banners,
etc.
OTHER SITE ELEMENTS






Street Clock
Water Features
Bus Shelter
Flag Poles
Temporary Awning Shelter (for parks)
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5.4 M A I N T E N A N C E
The effectiveness and permanency of a new
development relates to a considerable extent on the way
maintenance is undertaken.
As part of the landscape design process, an assessment
and analysis of the present maintenance procedures
should be done. This would help identify the
appropriate level of maintenance required for the
proposed improvements and new facilities. This way, the
final landscape development will be viable and have
greater chance of permanency and sustainability.
Snow storage procedures are an important maintenance
function in Downtown Kitimat and play a key role in
influencing the design of elements such as parking lots,
plantings, boulevard landscaping and pedestrian
corridors.

The selection of plants, materials and design of spaces
must take into account the following:
 Select trees and shrubs that are hardy and require
little or no pruning. Use native plants as much as
possible.
 Locate shrubs and flower beds in areas where they
are not likely to be damaged by people and
bicycles.
 Use tree grates and tree guards on paved areas to
protect newly planted canopy trees.
 Locate parking lot and street trees in areas that will
not conflict with snow storage and removal.

Consideration must be given to addressing this issue by
identifying possible functional conflicts. An integrated
approach would accommodate and maximize this vital
activity without jeopardizing the integrity of the design
and vision for this project.
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